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An experimental investigation was conducted to determine 
the feasibility of using catalytic reduction of NOx emissions 
from a typical jet engine combustor in the test cell 
environment. A modified T-63 combustor in combination with an 
instrumented 21 foot augmentation tube containing a 
vermiculite catalyst was used. Several methods for containing 
the vermiculite were attempted. Both vermiculite and 
vermiculite which had been coated with thiourea were used. Up 
to 19 % reduction in NOx concentrations was obtained using the 
vermiculite coated with thiourea, however the pressure loss 
across the catalyst bed was measured to be 36 in . H20 . The 
techniques used proved ineffective and unacceptable for gas 
turbine engine test cell applications. Tests were conducted 
using both Wynn's W-15\590 and Catane TM (ferrocene) f_uel 
supplements in order to determine their effectiveness for 
soot reducti on and whether or not the exhaust plume could be 
changed. For the test conditions utilized, the Wynn's 
additive was not effective in reducing the opacity of the 
exhaust plume, nor for reducing the exhaust plume temperature . 
The Catane TM reduced the opacity by 6.2 %, but also had no 
significant effect on the plume IR signature. 
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Combustion-generated pollution of the environment from the 
operation of gas turbine engines comes in many form s . The 
large volumes of noxious gases a nd particulates generated by 
thousands of gas turbine engine s worldwide can upset the 
environment if controls are not instituted . 
The major sources of air pollution are listed below 
[Ref. 1 J : 
• Soot or smoke from the carbon in the fu e l that was unable 
to fully burn in the combustor. 
• Unburned hydrocarbons (UHC) from incomplete combusti on . 
• Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) , a majority of which comes from 
nitrogen in the atmosphere in the presence of oxygen at 
high temperatures. 
• Carbon monoxide (CO) result i ng from incomplete c ombustion. 
• Oxides of sulfur (S Ox) which come almost ent i rely from 
sulfur present in the fuel . 
Soot or smoke is the most obvious pollutant and much 
effort has been made to control concentration and particulate 
size. CO and UHC levels are controlled when t he engine is 
operated efficiently nea r stoichiometric limits . 
Unfortunately, as can be seen from Figure 1, this is also 
where the levels of smoke and NOx increase [Ref.1]. 
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Sulfur oxides are particularly damaging, not only to the 
environment but also to the engine. SOx combines in the 
atmosphere to form sulfuric acid which is damaging t o th e 
environment and to internal engine parts. However , it is 
possible t o remove the sulfur in the refining proce ss and 
MILSPEC ' s require less than 0 .1 % sulfur by mass in jet fu el 
t o control the effects of sulfur . Because of these efforts 
SOx pollution from gas turbines is minimal . 
S o o t s i z e and 
concentration has been 
Emissions 
studied e xtensively a t the 
Naval Postgraduate School 
[Refs. 2 and 3] and by 
Cashdollar [Ref. 4] 
The Environmental 
Protection Agency has written 
Id le 







concerning Figure 1 Em i s s i on s 
Characteristics of Gas Turbine 
these goals Engines 
have been generally met . 
Military engines are exempt from these requirements when 
operated on an aircraft. However , it has been determined that 
engines operated in a test cell are subject to the emissions 
regulations applicable to a stationary gas turbine power 
p l ant . A typ ical Naval Aviation Depot (NADEP) runs an engine 
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for five to six hours before it is approved for use i n an 
aircraft. 
I n Northern California, the Bay Area Air Quality 
Management Distr i ct closely monitors emissions from fixed 
sources in its jurisdiction. NOx emissions are limited to 150 
lbs/day for e xi sting sources and new sources are limited to 10 
ppm. Sooting limits are any concentration exceedi ng one on 
the Ringlernan sca l e for greater than 30 minutes. There is a 
wide variety of additives available on the market . At this 
time the U.S. Navy at NADEP Alameda uses Cerium He x Cern soot 
supressing additive when test i ng the T-56 engine. At the 
United Airlines test cells at San Francisco Int e rnational 
Airport, DTG-2, a barium based chemical, is used t o control 
the sooting of turbojet engines. These metal based additives 
are usuall y effective in contro lling the soot but there are 
draw backs: 
• The y tend to form deposits in the engines, consequently 
their use is time limited. 
• They are aggressive chemicals that can cause damage to the 
seals in the engine. 
• Some additives (in particular barium and mangane se based) 
are toxic and may have long term effects wors e than the 
soot itself. [Ref. 1 and 5] 
For these reasons it is hoped that an inexpensive 
additive can be found that does not contain metal and will 
reduce sooting. Wynn's W-15/590 claims to be one such 
product. In additi on to soot reduction, the addi tives can 
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increase the combustion efficiency in s ome types of engines. 
The effects of these additives on the e xhaust IR signature is 
unknown. 
NOx is produced to a certain exfent in all combustion that 
reache s at least 32 0 0 R. It is largely independent of t h e 
fuel and solely dependent on the flame temperature in the 
primary zone. The production is by the following reactions at 
a very fast rate [Re f. 6] 
0 + N2 "*NO+ 0 
and 
N + 0 2 "*NO+ 0 
The source of the nitrogen is the atmosphere and can not 
be controlled. Therefore, the only way to reduce the NOx is 
to change the combustion temperature with staged burning or 
water injection [Ref . 6] , or treat the entire exhaust flow 
with a scrubber or absorber system [Ref. 7]. 
A scrubber system would not be the best 
treatment system because of the complexity 
plumbing. It was discovered in a U.S . Air Force 
choice for a 
of required 
funded study 
that in laboratory conditions it is possible to remove up to 
96 % of the NOx from a combustion stream using the catalytic 
and adsorbing properties of vermiculite [Ref . 8] . 
Vermiculite is an inexpensive silicate with the formula 
Mg 3Si 40 1 0 (OH ) 2 * xH 20. It is related to mica and talc and has 
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the unique property of expanding upon heating up t o 30 times 
original volume. It is non-toxic and frequently used in 
potting soil and as an insulator in the building industry 
[Ref. 9] Its catalytic properties are not well understood. 
Catalytic reduction of NOx is a much studied problem in 
industry. Typically commerci a l Selective Catalyst Reduction 
(SCR) beds are c onstructed of precious metals or natural and 
manmade zeolite s . Mobil Oil Corp. makes one such catalyst 
ZSM-5 [Ref. 10]. These SCR's require ammonia injection in the 
ratio of one-to-on e on a molal basis with NOx . When comb ined 
with combustion chamber wat er injection these SCR beds are 
able to achieve 85 % reduction in e xhaust fl ow NOx 
concentration. 
While this installation works well for steady state 
commercial operations, it is not believed the precise control 
of ammonia injection would be p ossible with the rapid throttle 
movements necessary in engine test. If too little ammonia is 
injected the NOx is not reduced and if too much ammonia is 
injected it passes through t h e SCR unused and is called 
"slip". In addition, the efficiency of the reduction of NOx 
with ammonia in a SCR is very temperature dependent. 
Typically the SCR bed must be maintained at a constant 700 
deg. F. 
The following goals were set as achievable within the time 
available for the present investigation: 
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• Acquire vermiculite catalyst and chemicals that seemed 
likely to produce the best results in typical engine test 
cells. 
• Redesign the catalyst containment to eliminate the large 
pressure drop associated with the existing design . 
• Measure the effectiveness of various catalyst bed depths 
and chemical coatings on reduction of NOx and CO. 
• Compare the effectiveness of Wynn's W-15/590 additive to 
Catane TM (ferrocene) for soot emiss i on reduction. 
• Evaluate the effects of W-15/590 and Catane TM (ferrocene) 
on the exhaust plume thermal distribution. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
A. COMBUSTOR 
The production of combusti on gases was accomplished using 
an Allison T-63-A-5A gas turbine combustion chamber as 
modified by Grafton [Ref. 11] . The modifications included the 
addition of a quench manifold to simulate the temperature drop 
resulting from work extraction of the gas producer turbine and 
the power turbine . In contrast to Behrens [Ref. 12] 
investigation, during the NOx portion of this research the 
quench was not used. This was done to prolong the high 
temperatures of the primary zone and boost the production of 
NOx . 
The quench was used in the soot studies to help quench the 
soot formed, and prevent its combustion. The quench air was 
supplied from the main air line through a sonic choke (Dbp = 
0 . 242 in.) sized to provide 0.5 lbm/sec flow with a minimum 
pressure of 475 psi from the main air line. 
Prior to initial runs all connections were checked for 
security, and filters and ignitors were cleaned. Optical 
windows were cleaned prior to each run. A gas bottle of 
nitrogen was connected to a portion of the existing purge 
piping to flow across the windows and ensure they did not 
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obs c ure with soot . Table I is a list of operating parameters 
f or t he T-63 at sea l evel s tandard c onditions. 
TABLE I T- 63 OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS [Ref. 13] 
. • Rating f mair mfuel Tt 
lb/sec lb/sec deg F 
Takeoff 0 . 019 3 . 17 0.061 138 0 
Mi li tary 0 . 017 3 . 04 0.053 1280 
90 % 0 . 017 2.95 0.049 1226 
75 % 0 . 015 2 . 82 0.043 1148 
Note : c ompressor pressure ratio= 6.25, Pc=92 psi, 
eng i ne length= 40. 4 in, width= 19.0 i n, weight= 138 . 7 lb s . 
height = 22.5 i n . Military power limi t ed to 30 mi n . 
B. AIR SUPPLY 
Compressed air to run the c ombust i on chambe r was supplied 
by a bank of air tanks pressur i zed t o 3000 PSI (Figure 2) . 
These t anks were filled between runs by compressors with an 
a ir d ryer . The air supply c ould opera te the T-63 combustor at 
the Military powe r level for a pprox i mately 7 minutes. 
A pneumatical ly powered, d ome loaded pressure regulator 
was operated from the contro l room to regulate t he air 
pre s sure through the s onic c hokes . The temperatures and 
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compute the air mass flow rat e . 
C. FUEL SUPPLY 
Metered fuel was supplied to the combustion chamber 
through the fuel atomizer in the top of the chamber (Figure 
2). The 20 gallon fuel tank was pressurized with nitrogen and 
the flow rate was controlled using a throttl e valve i n the 
c ontrol room. The turbine f lowmeter signal, in gallons per 
minute (GPM), was read in the control room at a digital 
display and also recorded by the data acquisit ion system. The 
properties of the fuels employed are listed in Table II . The 
fuel additives were injected int o the f uel line in a mixing 
chamber at the specified concentration via two Eldex additive 
pumps. These pumps were operated from the control room and 
allowed isolati on of the effects of the additive . 
TABLE II PROPERTIES OF FUELS [Ref . 3] 
Properties of Fuel NAPC 3 NAPC 4 
API Gravity @ 15 deg c 41.3 41.6 
Distillation I BP deg c 171 1 80 
Temperature recovered 10 % deg c 192 202 
Temperature recovered 20% deg c 203 210 
Temperature r ecovered 50 % deg c 227 228 
Temperature r ecovered 90 % deg c 261 264 
End Point deg c 276 282 
Re sidue ml 1.4 1.4 
Loss ml 0.1 0.5 
Composition Aromatics vol%, max 22.8 18.6 
10 
Properties of Fuel NAPC 3 NAPC 4 
Olefins vol % 0.75 0.79 
Hydrogen content wt% 13.66 13.82 
Smoke Point mm 20.0 21.0 
Aniline-Gravity Prod. 5811 6140 
Freeze Point - 34 .0 - 34.5 
Temperature @ 12 eSt deg C -35.6 -31.7 
Viscosity @ 37.8 de g c e St 1. 62 1. 74 
D. TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE RECORDING 
Nine thermocouples and f our pressure transducers were 
read by the Hewlett -Packard (HP) 3054A Data 
Acquisition/Control Unit (DACU) . The computer read the data 
and made calculations for output during hot runs. All 
thermocouples were Chromel-Alumel (Type K) and the computer 
was programmed to convert analog readings to temperatures for 
printout . Table III provides the acquisition channel numbers 
and parameters measured: 
TABLE III DATA ACQUISITION CHANNEL KEY 
Para meter DACU 
Chan 
No . 
Pa main air pressure 24 
PC combustion chamber pressure 23 
ph f heater fuel pressure 22 
p ho heater make up oxygen 21 





Tcln c ombustor air inlet 61 
Tex l combustor exhaust upstream quench 62 
Tex2 c ombustor exhaust downstream quench 63 
Tho heater make-up oxygen 64 
Tht h e ater fuel temperature 65 
Taugup augment or temp upstream 66 
Taugdl augment or temp down s tream 67 
Taugd2 augment or temp downstream 68 
E . AUGMENTOR TUBE 
The steel augmentor tube as described by Behrens [Ref . 12] 
was used for preliminary runs. It was then modified to the 
c onfiguration shown in Figures 3 and 4. The vertical portion 
of the augmentor tube was divided with stainless steel mesh 
into d ifferent bed screen spacings and partially filled with 
vermiculite. This method was c hosen to eliminate to the 
maximum extent possible the pressure loss due to the 
vermi culite in the exhaust flow . The c atalyst basket used by 
Behrens [Ref . 12] was split in half and formed the top and 
bottom of a variable distance flui d ized bed in the exhaust 
flow f or the vermicu lite . I n s ide the augmentor tube a 
deflec tor plate was installed at 45 deg. at the tube bend to 
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help turn the flow . The deflector plate was sized s o tha t it 
did not restrict the tube cross section . 
Figure 3 Photograph of Augmentor Tube 
A blocking plate was attached to the front of the 
augmentor tube. The opening of the plate could be a djusted to 
regulate the amount of augmentation air entrained with the 
engine exhaust, and thereby change the augmentation rati o 
(Figure 5) . In these experiments the five inch diameter 
opening was not varied. 
Determinati on of the total mass flow through the augment o r 
tube was made by measuring the velocity profile and gas 
temperature. 
(Figure 6) 
A motor driven traversing pito t -stat ic system 
was mounted 24 inches upstream of the turning 
13 
baffle . A slant tub e manometer was used t o rec ord Pt - P acr oss 
the tube di ame ter. 
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Figure 4 Schemat i c of Augmentor Tube and Ins t rume ntat i on 
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Figure 5 Determi nation of Augmentation Ratio 
F . OPTICS 
The transmittance measurements were made with a single 
lase r through the combusti o n chamber to a photodiode target . 
Tran s mittance was measured at several locations throug h the 
exhaust stream . It was decided to use the forward most 
optical ports with purge tub ing in the aft combu stor can since 
it offered the most observable transmittance measurements . 
The diode output signal was amplified and r ecorde d on a strip 
chart r ecorder in the control r o om. The source wa s a 0 . 6328 
micron helium-neon l a s er operating at 8mW . A 50 % narrow band 
pass f i lter was used to reduce the adverse effects of ambient 
light . 
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Figure 6 Photograph of Pitot-Static Traverse 
G . INFRARED MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT 
Infrared mea surements of the gas temperatures were ma de 
using a n Age ma real time thermal imaging s ystem . The s canner 
was equipped with a 20 de g field of view lens and th r ee filter 
set tings f or use in different thermal ranges (Fi gure 7) . The 
surface of the object was scanned 25 times per se con d, 
producing a TV-like image. The detector was thermo -
electri cally cooled and a built -in black body source p r ovided 
a reference f or self cal ibration. The scanner operated in the 
short wavelengt h band (SWB) of the middle IR spect rum b e t ween 
two and 5 . 6 mi crons wavelength . The p i ctu re produced had 2 80 
lines per frame with 10 0 elements/ line . Temperature accuracy 
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was better than + 2° c. The Noise Equivalent Temperature 
Difference was 0 . 1° Cat 30° C . 
Scanner images were processed by a dedicated Compaq 286 PC 
with CATS E software and hardware . The software gave the 
standard 4 0 Mb hard disk the capability to store 930 IR 
images . These images could be either single shots, rapid 
sequences or integrations over a period of time. The software 
offered many features for post run analysis . These included : 
subtraction of one image from another , magnification, relief, 
and an auto scaling feature. Complicated keystroke sequences 
could be stored in macro programs to be run during the short 
test runs. Correct temperature display required knowledge of 
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the emissivity of the object viewed. The CAT S E s o ftware 
offered calculation of the e missivity of complex emissivity 
distribution scenes. 
H. GAS ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT 
Gas samp les were taken both upst ream and downstream of the 
catalyst to determin e its effectiven e s s. The upstream sample 
was taken from the center of the augmentor tube eight inches 
downstream from the opening. This location precluded a ny 
ambient air from diluting the sample. The down stream sample 
location was taken 12 inches above the top catalyst screen. 
A three-way solenoid valve ope rated from the control room 
allowed choice of sample location. 
The s ample line he at e r mentioned in Beh rens [Ref. 12] 
malfunctioned during early runs. It was determined b y testing 
that the NOx readings were not affected. 
1. Model 900 Heated Sa~ple Gas Dilution Unit 
Sample gas was drawn by vacuum pumps into the Thermo 
Environmental Model 900 at 1.3 SCFH, and mixed with dilution 
air at a 2 0 :1 rati o . The sample was heated and filtered and 
then sent to the Model 10AR and Model 48 [Ref. 14] . Figure 8 
is a schematic for the s ample flow path. 
2. Model lOAR NO/NOX Analyzer 
The conditioned and diluted sample was fed through 
teflon tubing to the Thermo Environmental Model 10AR NO/NOx 
Gas Analyzer. The Model 1 OAR was capable of continuous 
18 
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MODEL lOAR NOx 
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readings of nitric oxide (NO) or a mix of ox ides of nitrogen 
(NO + NOx or NOx). The analyzer read in ranges from 2.5 to 
10,000 parts-per-million (ppm) and had a sensitivity of .1 
ppm. All readings were corrected for the dilution ratio to 
get the true raw sample concentration . 
The operating principle for this 
chemiluminescent reaction of NO and ozone 
analyzer is 
(0 3 ), namely 
the 
The analyzer first converted all the sample gas NOx to NO 
through a therma l N0 2 -to-NO converter. Then the analyzer 
mixed the NO with ozone from an internal generator. The 
resulting chemiluminescence was measured on a photomultiplier 
(PM) and was read on the dial. The output of the PM was 
linearly proportional to the NO concentration [Ref. 15] . 
3. Model 48 CO Analyzer 
A portion of the output from the Model 900 went to the 
Model 48 CO Analyzer. This analysis was made using non-
dispersive infrared absorption techniques. While the output 
was non-linear, it was linearized using stored calibration 
curves from computer memory [Ref. 16] . The analyzer was 
accurate to 0 .1 ppm and read from 0.1 to 1 000 ppm. Like the 
Model 10AR , readings were multiplied by 20, the dilution 
ratio, to get the raw sample concentration. 
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I. CONTROL ROOM 
The control room was located adjacent to the test cell 
with the T- 63 combustor and ha d two windows for viewing the 
tests. All controls for operating the fuel , air, additive 
pumps, and gas sampling equ ipment were located there . The 
only changes made since Behrens investigation [Ref. 12] was 
moving all calibration and zero gases outside the control room 
and plumbing them to the analy zers. 
J. DATA COLLECT ION 
Data acquisition and reduction was accomplished by the 
Hewlett - Packard HP - 3054A automatic data acquisition/control 
system located in the control room . The test data was 
controlled by a program (Appendix A) written in HP Basic 5.1. 
The program was stored on the hard dis k and included 
subroutines for calibration of transducers, set up of gas 
flows, and reduction of hot run data. Transmittance data and 
gas concentrati ons were taken directly from the strip chart 
recorder and analyzers respect i vely . 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Calibration o f all equipment was standard operating 
procedure before all data runs. A checklist (Appendix B) was 
used to ensure no critical items were forgotte n . Appendix C 
was developed to ensure the gas analyzers were reading 
accurately. 
A . NOx REDUCTION STUDIES 
For NOx studies , the gas analyzers were calibrated with 
zero and span gases in accordance with References 14-16. The 
Model 10AR required a zero gas of less than 0.1 ppm NOx and 
a span gas with 22 0 ppm NO in nitrogen. The Model 4 8 was 
calibrated with a zero gas containing less than 0 .1 ppm CO and 
a span gas with 104 ppm CO in air . Since both analyzers 
received sample air which had been filtered and diluted at a 
20:1 ratio, the meter reading required a factor of 20 to get 
the raw sample concentration in ppm. 
The program "T63NOX" (Appendix A) was written in HP BAS I C 
and used to collect data. It contained a calibration routine 
which was used prior to data runs to calibrate the pressure 
transducers. With known pressures on the transducers, new 
calibration constants were calculated and entered into the 
program for data reduction . 
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The augmentor tube velocities were calculated using a Kiel 
probe measurement of total pressure and a wall port 
measurement, at the same station . A slant tube manometer read 
the difference. A built-in level was used to assure accurate 
readings to within 0. 01 inches of H20. Probe position was 
measured with a linear variable differential transformer 
(LVDT) and output to a strip chart recorder in t h e control 
room. Catalyst bed pressure loss was measured with a U-tube 
manometer filled with dyed water. To allow safe remote 
readings, a vide o came ra relayed both manometer readings to a 
monitor in the control room. 
After completing the run checklist (Appendi x B) , gas 
analyzer checklist (Appendix C) , and all equipmen t was set 
for a run, the combustor was ignited. The combust o r was 
operated in accordance with Tab le I at fuel to a i r ratios of 
f 0. 017-0.01 9 . Once a steady operating condition was 
reached, the data acquisition p rogram was activated and the 
conditions were n ot changed for the duration of the r un . The 
Kiel probe was traversed across the augmenter tube and t he 
pressure readings recorded. 
Run times were usually five to six minutes. The gas 
sampling was started upstream of the bed and lasted long 
enough for the NOx and CO concentrations to stabilize. This 
typically took two or three minutes. The downstream sample was 
then taken f o r the balance of the run. When the 
concentrations stabilized, the readings were taken . 
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It was desired to conduct several runs using vermiculite 
coated with differen t chemicals which had been successful for 
Nelson [Reference 8 ] . The coating process for the vermiculite 
involved wetting t h e vermiculite with water and then mixing i n 
thiourea. The t hi ourea was mixed 20 % b y weight. After 
thorough mixing, the vermiculite was spread in pans and 
baked overnight at 120° C. 
Vermiculite is available in several grades. A-6 (extra 
coarse) is the largest with an average size of 3/8 in. Coarse 
averages 1/4 in (Figure 9). A method to reduce pressure loss 
of the bed d i scovered by Behrens, was to use larger size 
catalyst . While it had been reported [Reference 8] that A-6 
grade was not as effective at NOx reduct ion as the coarse 
grade, it was felt t hat the larger size would offer the least 
pressure loss. A-6 grade was the largest grade available and 
is more difficult to acquire . Extra coarse perl ite (sodium-
potassium-aluminum-silicate), as evaluated b y Behrens, was 
unavailable. 
B. ADDITIVE STUDIES 
During the additive studies, prior to each run the Eldex 
additive pumping rates were set against a back pressure of 100 
psi to simulate t h e fuel pressure in the line in the mixing 
chamber. The pumping rates for the pumps were measured using 
a graduated cylinder over a known time. As a final check of 
additive pump rate, the level of the reservoirs were measured 
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before and after each run and the rate was calculated from the 
time of pump operation. 
from the control room. 
The additive pumps were controlled 
Photograph of Grades A-6 and Coarse 
The laser was used to measure changes in transmittance 
during the additive studies. It was securely mounted and 
aimed through the forward window in the aft combustor can a t 
the photodiode target (Figure 10) . The alignment of the 
photodiode was adjusted for maximum power out and read on a 
strip chart in the control room. Prior to setting air fl ow 
rates or engine operation the window purge was turned on to 
prevent and loose soot from lodging on the windows . 
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To measure the effects of the a dditives on the thermal 
s i gnature of the T-63, the IR scanner was positioned i n the 
test cell and aimed at the exhaust plume . For these run s the 
augmentor tube was rolled back out of the wa y to allow the 
p l ume to ful ly develop. 
The CATS-E s oftware with the IR s ystem was programmed to 
ave r age ten images three t i mes during each run condition . At 
t he s ame time the HP DACU was ru n with an abridged version of 
11 T 63NOX 11 to record P c, Texl , and Tex z . Appendix E was used f or 
gu i d ance during the short run per i od . 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. NOx REDUCTION STUDIES 
Shown in Table II is a synopsis of the NOx reduction runs 
using vermiculite. Appendix D contains the computer output 
for each d ata run . NAPC 4 was used for all runs. 
TABLE IV NOx REDUCTION SUMMARY 
Parameter Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
catalyst Vermiculite Vermiculite Plain 
used A-6 coated coated with vermicul ite 
with 2 0% wt 20 % wt 50-5 0 mix A-
thiourea thiourea 6 and coarse 
bed dept h 6 6 16 
(in.) 
bed screen 16 18 41 
spacing 
(in.) 
space 185,76 0 hr-1 95,000 hr-1 43,000 hr-1 
velocit y 
rna 2.2 9 2.21 2.1 9 
(lbm / sec) 
f 0.019 0.01 8 0.01 9 
vavg 
(ft/sec) 
25.7 13.2 15. 8 
press. loss 34 36 32 
(in. H20) 
AR 0.5 no AR, mass no AR , mass 
lost lost 
Taugup 904 991 998 
(deg. R) 
Tex1 1685 1700 1731 
(deg . R) 
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Parameter Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 
co (ppm) 832/470 1340/ 920 1117/856 
up/down 
NOX (ppm) 17/14 5 2/42 38/34 
up/down 
NOX % 17.6% 19 % 11 % 
reducti on 
Notes: Run 1-Screen talled durln g run . NO. X reductlon not 
sustained. 
Runs 2 & 3-Augmentation less t han 0. Mass flow lost 
out the front o f the tube. 
There were three major prob lems with the use of 
vermiculite in the test cell for NOx reduction: 
• It did not reduce the NOx enough in the present 
installation to make it practicable. 
• The fl ow resistance as presently configured was 36 in H20 
and far in excess of that permitted in a test cell. 
• The cost of the chemical for adding ammoni a (thiourea) is 
probably too expensive for economic use. 
In t he USAF funded study [Ref. 8] the space velocities 
(defined as bed vo lumes/unit t ime) ranged from 5,000 to 60 , 000 
h - 1 r . This gave the NOx molecules a much longer time t o react 
on the vermiculite. It would be possible to reduce the space 
velocity, but it wou ld require e xtensive modifications to 
existing tes t cells. 
The pressure loss through the bed is possibly the most 
i mportant problem. Engines in the test cell are very 
sensitive to back pressure , and a resistance of as little as 
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From Table V it can be seen from the essentially 
unchanged values of k with either additive, that there was no 
increase in efficiency as defined by measured Pt and Tt . 
3. Infrar ed Signature Studies 
The exhaust plume thermal distributions obtained for 
the four conditions shown in Table VI are presented in Figures 
11-14 . It was observed that the temperature at the nozzle 
exhaust (M=1) had maximum values of approximately 233°C. This 
would imply nozzle inlet stagnation temperatures of 





~ y ( _2_) y- 1 
y+l 
becomes for a given engine in which y a nd R are essentially 
constant, 
In the present tests , P c and Tt were measured at the e ntrance 
to the e xhaust nozz l e (P c and Texl) . 
The data for a test conditions were averaged and k 
was calculated . This was done for all c onditions and the k 
values compared . Table V summarizes the result . 
TABLE V EFFICIENCY RESULTS 
Condi tion m Texl oR PC (psi) k 
(lbm/sec ) measured calculated 
w/o 1. 94 1 625 98.9 1 . 265 
Catane 
w Catane 1 . 925 1586 97.0 1. 265 
w/o 1 .9 22 1582 97. 9 1.2 8 1 
15/59 0 
w 15 /590 1 . 905 159 5 97.5 1.281 
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1. Plume Opacity 
Data were taken in accordance with Appendix E. 
Transmittance output is shown in Appendi x D. For both 
additives, 100 % transmittance was taken after the fuel was 
shut off, but while the purge and main air flows were on . 
The Wynn's additive 15/590 had no effect on the 
transmittance through the combustor of the T-63 when used at 
the recommended rate of 22.5 ml/gal, or 0 .6 % by volume. 
The Catane TM (ferrocene) has been studied previously 
in the present lab and has proven effective in reducing the 
mass concentration of the soot. In the present installation, 
using NAPC 3 fuel, the Catane TM reduced the sooting by 6.2 % 
when used at the rate of 26.5 ml/gal. 
2. Burner Efficiency 
It was realized that burner efficiency is very high in 
most gas turbine combustors operating at high pressure. 
However , liquid fueled ramjets do not operate at such high 
pressures or combustion efficiencies. The T-63 operates at 
typical ramjet pressure. There was some question that with a 
reduction in soot there might be some increase i n the heat 
released. Further, the Wynn's Co. had provided a body of data 
which showed that 2-3 % increase in fuel efficiency was 
obtained when the 15/590 was used in diesel powered trucks. 






two in. H20 can invalidate the test results. When the space 
velocity is reduced, the pressure loss will be reduced a 
certain extent, however, not entirely . The rough shaped 
vermiculite tends to become packed and block the flow for any 
bed thickness. 
In order to achieve the high reductions obtained in other 
studies it is necessary to coat the vermiculite with a 
chemical containing ammonia. The cost of the thiourea (which 
has given up to 98 % NOx reduction) is quite high when 
purchased in the quantities needed for a test cell. A 2 Kg 
box cost $5 0 . 
B. ADDITIVE STUDIES 
The additive testing occurred after the NOx testing. 
During the additive studies the T-63 was reconfigured for 
maximum soot production by installing the quench, reducing 
main air pressure to 600 psi and connecting the window purge 
gas. Two data runs were made with the augmentor tube removed, 
additive pumps insta lled and calibrated, IR camera positioned, 
and laser installed. In both runs all parameters were kept the 
same with the exception of the additive. The following 
effects of the additives were measured: plume opacity (soot 
concentration assuming D32 constant), burner efficiency, and 
temperature distribution within the exhaust plume . NAPC 3 fuel 
was used for all run s . 
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Figure 11 Plu me w/ o Cat ane 
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Figure 1 2 Plume with Catane TM 
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Figure 13 Pl ume w/o 15/5 90 
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Figure 14 Plume with 
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The temperature measured at the no zz le e ntrance , Texz, 
was higher than the value expec ted. It was surmised that the 
thermocouple was located in a hot recirculation z one and 
yielded abnormall y high temperatures. Using an energ y balance 
for the combust o r and quench air flows an average " Tmix " could 
be calculated.. This yielded a lower "effective" Tex z, but 
still not as low as expected from the plume temperature 
measurement. It was noted following every run that the 
combustor was qui te hot, in fact it frequent l y glowed dull red 
during a run. These heat losses are believed to a ccount for 
much of the lower than expected plume temperatures. In 
addition, the exact emissivity o f the gas could not be set in 
the Agema system. This variance from the correct value is 
discussed below and caused the temperatures read from the IR 
system to be somewhat l ow . 
Although every effort was made to maintain steady 
flow rates during the run, there were small changes i n the air 
and fuel flows during the approximately five minute run. 
These were probably due to temperature changes and pressure 
regulator drifts. These changes in fuel - air ratio (f) can be 
seen in Appendix D. In order to properly compare the plume 
temperatures obtained with and without the additive , a 
correction was required to put them on the same f basis . An 
equilibrium adiabatic combustion c ode was used [Re f. 17] . 
Micro NewPEP was run several times using JP4 with values of f 
around the values actually observed . This gave the approximate 
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theoretical tempe rature at the throat of the choked e xhaust 
nozzle. Appro x imate values of ~ T*/ ~ f were then generated 
to provide correct ions of the measured temperature data to the 
same value of f. 
The I R p i ctures gene rated were a nalyzed wi th the 
spotmeter function at the same pixel location of the image, 
both with and without t he additive. The location chosen was 
the throat of the converging e xhaust nozzle. The differences 
were calculated a n d are summarized in Table V. 
TABLE VI SUMMARY OF IR MEASUREMENTS 
Conditi on f Tmix oc Tex2 oc T* oc, 
Fig. No . IR camera 
w/o Catane 0 . 0171 475 52 1 233 
Fig. 13 
Catane TM 0 . 0163 458 50 4 223 
Fig . 14 
~ T* oc +10 
(T*w/o-T*w) 
measured 




Condition f Tmix oc Tex2 oC T* oc, 
Fig . No. IR camera 
w/o 15/590 0.0169 456 505 229 
Fig. 15 
15/590 Fig . 0.017 460 511 22 6 
16 
~ T* 0 c +3 
( T*w I o-T*w) 
measured 
~ T* oc +3 
for same f , 
expected 
The emissivity of the exhaust p lume must be known for 
exact temperatures to be displayed on the image . The 
emissivities of C0 2 and H20 are each approximately 0 . 06 for a 
4 in. diameter nozzle at 1000°F [Ref . 17] . However , the Agema 
system can not be set below 0 . 1 . Using 0 . 06 would further 
incr ease the measured temperature of the plume to values 
closer to the values e xpected from the nozzle flow. There 
are, of course, many other species in the exhaust plume . 
However , they a re weak emitters. 
In the run with the Catane additive, it was expected 
that t he temperature would decrease f r om 233° C to 2 0 7° c for 
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the conditions without the additive, based on the changes in 
f alone. However, it was measured that the temperature 
decreased to only 223° C. Therefore, when the data were 
corrected to th same f value, the plume IR signature actually 
increased slightly. 
The temperatures for the Wynn's 15/590 tests were 
expected to remain almost constant for the condition with the 
additive, based on changes in f alone. Yet, the measurements 
showed that the temperature decreased slightly (3° C) . These 
slight changes were within the realm of data uncertainty and 
.... 
there was considered to be no significant change in the plume 
thermal distribution. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. NOx REDUCTION 
With the pressure loss experienced in the present work , 
and by Behrens, it can be concluded that vermiculite in the 
form utilized will not be effective in reducing the NOx 
emissions from US Navy or US Air Force test cells. In 
addition, much larger surface areas will be required with 
extensive modification to the existing structures. If the 
vermiculite could be formed into a honeycomb shape it might be 
possible to reduce the pressure loss. There is still the 
problem of reducing the space velocity in order to increase 
the NOx reduction effectiveness. Even a SCR system will 
require e n l argement of the augmentor tube to accommodate the 
increased volume of the catalyst bed. Future effort might be 
directed at developing a larger catalyst bed with custom-
formed large size vermiculite. The effectiveness and amount 
of slip from a SCR system should be investigated under 
military test cell applications. 
B. ADDITIVE STUDIES 
In the T-63 combustor, the Wynn 's 15/590 was ineffective 
in reducing the soot . It also had no effect on the efficiency 
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of the combustor. This was not entirely unexpected since the 
efficiency of this combustor was already quite high. 
When all factors such as heat losses and emissivity 
corrections are taken into account, the Agema IR Imaging 
System can give accurate nonintrusi ve measurements of jet 
exhaust stream thermal distributions. 
Neither of the additives tested were effective in reducing 
the IR signature of a ramjet type exhaust plume. It is 
recommended that further study be carried out to investigate 
the effects of different fuels and different additive mixture 

































































"T63 NOX " Compu ter- progr am 
I T63 VE RSION 91 JAN 1990 PRINTER IS 1 
I T63 CO MBUSTOR DATA ACQUISI TION AND RED UC TION PROGRAM 
I THIS PROGRAM IS DIVIDED INTO FIVE PARTS: 
I 111 VAR IABLE DEFINITIONS AN NOMENCLATUR E 
121 TR ANSDUCER CALIB RATIONS 
13 1 FLOW CHECKS AND NOZZLE CALCULATIONS 
141 THE TEST SEQUENCE AND DAT A COLLECTION 
151 POST-RUN OPERATIONS DATA REDUCTION AND SHU TDOWN IIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIII~IIIIII II III IIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIX I IIIIIIIJI I IX I 
I ll VARIABLE DEFINITIONS AND NOMENCLATU RE 
llllll l l ll ll l lllllllllllllll*lllll llllllllllllll lll l lll l l l f llll f i iii iii iXI 
i SYMBOL DEFINITION 
A ANALOG CH ANNEL NUMBER 
Aair THROAT ARE A, AIR FLOW Sffin c CHOKE SQ . IN. 
Ahf THROAT ARE A,HEATER FUEL SON IC CHO II E.1 SQ.JN. Aho THROAT AREAl-HEATER OXYGEN SONIC CHO r, E, SQ.IN. 
BPai r BYPASS AIR ~L OWR ATE 
Cdair DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT, AIR SO NI C CHO KE 
Cdh f DISCHARGE COEFFICmn , HEATER FUEL SONIC CHOI<E 
Cdho DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTi HEATER 02 SONIC CHOK E 
Dai rcho ke AIR SONIC CHOKE DlAME ER 
Dbpch oke BYPASS AIR SONIC CHOKE DIAMET ER 
DateS Test Date Mo-Day-Yr 
Dhfcho ke AIR HEATER FUEL SONIC CHOKE DIAMETER 
I Dh ochc·ke AIR HEATER OXY GEN SONIC CHOKE DIA ME TER 
I Fue lidS FUEL IDENTIFICATI ON 
I Gc 32. 174 
Gc=3 2. 174 




























! Tei nd 
I Tex 1 
I Te x2 
BEE? 1 0 Q 0 . 1 
PRINT USI NG "8" 
PRHH USING "6/" 
AIR SONIC CHOKE FLOW RATE CO NS TANT 
FUEL FLOW METER RATE CONSTANT (GP M/VOLT 
HEATER FUEL SONIC CHOK E FLOW RATE CO NSTANT 
~~~J~~Re2T~R~~ 6u E~~~ Ecb~~~AnfTfp~f~&Jt~J 
AIR FLOW RATE, LBM/SEC 
DES IRED AIR FLOW RATE, LBM/SEC 
FUEL FLOW RATE 1 GPh DESIR ED FUEL FLOW RATE , GP M 
HEAlER FUEL FLOW RATE , LBM/SEC 
DESI RED HEATER FUEL FLOW RAT E LBM/S EC 
HEATER OXYGEN FLOW RATE, LBM/SEC 
DESIRED HEATER OXYGEN FLOW RATE , LBM/SEC 
PRESSURE, AIR SONIC CHOK EA PSI A 
PRESSIREL BYPASS AIR SONi l CHOKE, PSI A 
BAROMETRiC PRESSURE PSIA 
PRESSURE, COMBUSTION CHAMBER PSIA 
PRESS URE HEATER FUEL SONIC CHOKE PS IA 
PRESSUR E; HEATER OXYGEN SONIC CHOiE, PSIA 
TE MPERATuRE AIR SONIC CHOK E R 
TEMP ERAT URE: BYP ASS AIR SONI6 CHOK E R 
TE MPERATURE, AUGMENTOR TUBE UPSTREAh CAT AL YS Tb R 
TEMPERATURE, AUGMENTOR TUBE DOWNSTREAM CAT ALY~T , R 
TEST I .D NO. 
TEMPERAT UR E, HE ATER FUEL SONIC CHOKEl R 
TE MP ERATURE HEA TER 02 SO NIC CH OKE ~ 
TEMPERATURE; COMBUSTOR AIR INLET iREATER OUTLET!, 
TEMPER ATUR E, DESIRED COMBUSTOR AIR INLET R 
TEMPE RATURE , COMBUSTOR EXHAUST UP STREAM 6F QUENCH R 
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PRINT " T63 DATA ACQUISITION " 
PRitlT USING "5/" 
PRINT "TURN THE PR IHm ON LIN E" 
CLEAR 70 9 
CLEAR 722 
I THE RECORDED VARIABLES !VOLTAGES) AND LOCATIONS ARE: 
! I NOTE: THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE VOLTAGE INTO THE SYSTEM IS 1, 2 VDLT!3l 
I 
I VARIABLE 3497 DACU SCANNER NUMBER 0 
I 1 Fa ____ __ 2q ___________ __________ _ 
I Pbpa 24 
I Pc 23 
I Hfuel 25 
! Phf 22 
I Pho 21 
I Ta 60 
I Tci n ( inle>t air l b 1 
I Tex 1 (upstrEaM of quench ) 62 
I Te x2 ldownslreaM of quench) 63 
I Th 0 64 
! Th f 65 
I Ta uo oo b6 
I Ta ugd 1 67 
I Tauqd2 68 
IALL FLOW RATES ARE CA LCULAT ED USING THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL~ ISENTROPIC 
IFLOW EX PR ESSIONS WITH FI XED PROPERTIES, SMALL SONIC NOZLLES HAVE 
!MEASUR ED DISCHARGE COEF FICIE NTS. THE AIR FLOW NOZZLE USES AN ASSUKF~ 
'DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT ICdl OF 0.97. 
! 
IM ILBH /SECl =C diP*AIKM/T '.5 
I 
IKn IS THE GAS-DEPENDENT SONIC CHO KE FLOW RATE CONST ANT 
I 
1KM=SQRIIG anMaiGc/R l1( 2/(GaMMa+1l)'((GaMMa+ll /(G aMMa-1lll 
I 
I APPROPRIATE CONSTANTS ARE: 
I 
! GAS MOLECULAR WT. GAS COtlST, CP GAMMfl 
I 
I AIR 28 .97 53 .3 .240 1. 40 
I 02 32 ,0 48 .3 .217 1. 40 
I CH4 16.03 %.4 .593 1. 32 
I N2 28.01 55' 16 .248 1. 40 
I H2 2.0 16 766.5 3.419 1. 405 
I 











Dhocho ke= .O'i'DO 
Dhfcho ke=,040 




Mhod= , 0228 
PRINT USHlG '6/" 











i350 IALL THERMOCO UP LES ARE CHROMEL vs, ALUMEL \TYPE Kl WITH 
1360 !ELECTRONIC ICE POINTS. TEMPERATURE READINGS <VOLTAGES) ARE 
1370 !CONVERTED TO DEGREES RANKINE (Rl PER "INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMfNTATION" BY 
1380 ID ,P. ECKMAN (PA GE 3691. TH IS CALCULATION IS PERFORMED IN SUBROUT INE 
1390 !Teale, TEN VOLTAGE INTERVALS ARE USED BETWEEN 460 AND 2460 R. 
14 00 PRINT USING ·~· 
141 0 PRINT USING '6/ " 
i4 20 INPUT ' WILL THE AUGMENTOR TUBE BE USED? IY/N)" 1AugS IDU 1430 IF AugS="Y' THEN Aug =1 . IDU 
1440 IF AugS= "N " THEN Aug=O 
1450 PRI NT USING"@ ' 
1460 PRH!T USING "6/" 
1470 INPUT "WILL THE AIR HEATER BE USED? (Y/NI" 1ZzS 1480 IF Zz$= "Y' TH EN Ht=1, . 
1490 IF ZzS="N" THEN Ht=O, 
1500 PRINT USING "@ ' 
1510 PRINT USING •6/" 
1520 INPUT "WILL YOU USE PRE-INITIALIZED VALUES OF CAL IBRATION CONSTANTS AND ZE 
ROS? <Y IN>" Zz$ 
15Jd IF Zz4="Y" THEN GOTD Initial 
1540 GOTO Transcal 
1550 Teale: 1 
1560 11 11111111111111111111111~1111 1 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1570 I ttiVOLTAGE TO TEMPERATU RE <RANKINE! CONVERSION SUBR OUTINE*•~ 
1580 ltlllllllll l lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
1590 IF Volts< ,00153 THEN T=<<Volts+, 0006BI/.0000220l+460 
1600 IF Voltsl= .00153 AND Voltsi. 00382 THEN T=<<Volts-.00153 )/,000023 
0) +56 0 
161 0 IF Voltsl=.00382 AND Volts( ,00 609 THEN T=<IVolts-,00382 l/.000 022 
7H 660 
1620 IF Volts}=.00609 AND VoltsC. 008 31 THEN T=I IVol ts- .00609)/,00 0022 
2) +76 0 
1630 IF Voltsl=.00831 AND Volts(. 01056 THEN T=I(Volts-.008311/ .000 022 
5) +86 0 
164 0 IF Voltsl=.01056 AND Volts(.01285 THEN T= <<Vo lts-.01056) / ,000 022 
9H960 
1650 IF Voltsl=.01285 AND Volts<.01518 THEN T=<<V olts-.01285)/,00 00 23 
31+ 1060 
166 0 IF Volts)=.01518 AND Vol ts( ,01752 THEN T= <IVolts-,015181/.000023 
4H 1160 
1670 IF Volts)=.OI752 AND Vol ts (,01988 THEN T=< IVolts-.01518 1/.000 023 
b)+126 0 
1680 IF Volt s)=.01988 AND Vol ts ( ,02225 THEN T=<IVolts-,019881 /.000023 
7) +136 0 
1690 IF Voltsl=.02225 AND Volts(,02463 THEN T=<IVolts-,022251/,000023 
Bl+Ht:.O 
1700 IF Volts l=.02463 AND Volts(.02698 THEN T=((Volts-,02463 )/ ,00 0023 
5) + 156 0 
1710 IF Volts>=.02698 AND Vol ts (.02932 THEN T=<<Volts- ,026981/. 00 00 23 
7)+1660 
172 0 IF Uol ts l=. 02932 AND Volts( .03165 THEN T=<IVolts-,029321/ .90 0023 
31+1760 
1730 IF Voltsl=.03165 AND Volts(.03393 THEN T=((Volts-,031651 / .000 022 
8)+1 860 
1740 IF Voltsl=.03393 AND Volts ( ,0361 9 THEN T= <<Vo lts-.0 33931/ .00 0022 
61+1960 
1750 IF Voltsi=.03619 AND Volts<.03843 THEN T=<<Volts-,036191/ .00 00 22 
4)+2060 
1760 IF Volts>=.03843 AND Volts( . 04062 THEN T=<<Volts-,038431/ .0 00021 
91+2160 
1770 IF 'Jolt s> =.04062 AND Volts(, 04278 THEN T=((Volts-,il4062)/,00 0021 
b )+2260 
1780 IF Volts l=.04278 AND Uo lts (. 04491 THEN T=IIVolts-.04278 )/,00 002 1 
6)+236 0 
1790 IF Volts l=.04 491 THEN T=<<Volts- .04278)/ ,000 02161+2460 
18 00 RETURN 
1810 Ini t ial : I 
1820 I Initiali1ed values of zeros and calib rati on cons tants for all transducers 
45 
1830 Test noS ="KURT 1" 
1840 DateS="B-01-90" 
1850 Fuelid$="NAPC4" 
1860 HeaterfuelS="HYDR OGEN " 
1870 Upa0=.0017222 
\880 Y.pa=33368 .37 
1 8~0 Upc0=-.176573 
1900 Kpc=84S.73&78 
191 0 ,Vp ho0 =. 035686? 1920 Kp~o=67 1 ,6i413 
1930 Vphf~=-.11625 3 
1940 Kphf=\356.9902 
1950 KMfuel= .5 
1960 Trar.sc al : ! 1970 l lll~llllill l llliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~I~IIIIIIIII I IIIIIIIIIIII I IXI 
1980 1(2) TRANSDUCER CALIBRATIONS 1990 l t lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll l**'****••••••llllllllllllllll l 
20 00 lTHERE ARE 4 PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS THAT MUST FE CALIBRATED 
2010 !TRANSDUCER LINEARITY MUST BE VERIF IED BEFORE THIS 202 0 !CALIBRATION PR OCEDURE IS EMPLOYED. THE ORDER OF CALIBRATION IS AS 
2030 I FOLLOWS: Pa 1 Pc 1 Phf 1 Pho 2040 ITHE FOLLOWING TWO LINES SET UP 722 AND 709 FOR DATA ACQUISIT ION" 
2050 ICLEAR 709 
2060 CLEAR 722 
207 0 REMOTE 709 2080 OUTPUT 722·"L IRI\STNZ\10STIT4QX1" 2090 INPUT "DO ~OU WANT TO CALIBRATE TRAN SDUCERS? IY/N )" 1YyS 
2100 IF YyS="H" THEN GOTO Endc al 2110 INPUT "DO YOU WANT CONSECUTIVE ORDER OF CALlBRATION71Y/Hl" 1YyS 
2120 IF YyS="Y" THEN GOTO Consec 2130 I ~PUT "DO YOU WANT TO RECALIBRATE Pa1 CY/Nl" 1YyS 
2140 IF YyS="Y' THEN GOTO Pacal 
2150 PRINT USING ·~· 
2\bG Pc: I 217 0 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO RECALIBRATE Pc1 (Y/Nl" 1YyS 
2180 IF Yyt="Y" THEN GO TO Pccal 
2190 PRINT USING •e• 
2200 IF Ht=O THEN GOlD En deal 
22i 0 Phf: I 2220 INP UT "DO YOU WANT TO RECALIBRATE Phf? (Y/Nl" 1YyS 
2230 IF Yyt="Y' THEN GOTO Phfcal 
2240 PRINT USING ·~· 
2250 Pho: 1 2260 IN PUT 'DO YOU WANT TO RECALIBRATE Pho? CY/Nl" 1Yy$ 
227 0 IF YyS="Y" THEN GOTO Phocal 
2280 GOTO Endcal 
2290 Con sec: 
2300 Cons=l 
2310 Pacal: \ 23 20 \1111111111111111111111~111111111~1111111111111111111111111111111111111 
2330 PRINT USING "2/" 2340 PRINT 'It CALIBRAT ION OF Pa 1 THE AIR SONIC CHOKE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER**" 
2350 PRINT USING "2/" ?~~0 lf441~4¥¥¥¥¥¥~NK~XKK~~XX ~ ~yv vv v u vvv~u·•v · •···· · ·· ····· · · ··· · 
46 
- ··· ·· ·- -- -························~ · ··· · ··· · ···~················ · ·· 2370P <l0 cal: I 2380 PRINT I IIIII z E R 0 p R E s s u R E IIIII " 
2390 PRINT "INSUR E THAT ~JO PRESSURE IS APPLIED TO THE TRAN SDUCER" 
24 00 DISP "HIT CONT INUE WHEN READY TO TAKE ZERO READING" 
2410 PAUSE 
2420 RE M~i E 709 
24 30 OUTP~ l 709; 'A C24" 
24 40 WAIT 2 
2450 OUTPUT 722 ; ' T3 ,. 
2460 ENTER 722 ;Vpa 0 
2470 PRHH 'VpaO=".tipaO 
2480 P.EEP ' 
2490 INPUT "READING OK? (Y/Nl ",ZzS 
25CO IF ZzS="N" THEN GOTO PaGcal 
251 0 PaMaxcal: I 
2520 PRINT USING "~ " 253 0 PRIN T ' II I I I C A L i B R A T I 0 N ~~~~~" 
2540 PRI NT "APPLY MAXIMUM PRESSURE USI NG THE DEA~- WEIGHT TE STER" 
255 0 INPUT "EHlER THE MAXIMUM PR ESSURE IN psig",PaMax 
2560 DI SP "H IT CONTINUE WHEN BEADY' 
257 0 PAUSE 
2580 REMOTE 70 9 
2590 OUTPUT 709 ;"AC24" 
2600 WAI T 2 
2610 OUTPUT 722·"13" 
2620 ENTER 7 22;~pan a x 
2630 PRINT 'VpaMa x=";VpaMa x,"PaMax= ";PaMax 
2640 Kpa= IPaMax l/ IVpaMax-VpaD l 
265 0 PKI NT 'Kpa= ";Kpa 
2t.60 BEEP 
2670 IN PUT 'READ ING OK? (Y/N)",Zz$ 
2680 IF ZzS= 'N ' TH EN GOlD PaMaxca l 
2690 IF Cons =! THEN GOlD Pcc al 
2700 Pcca l: I 2710 I*IIIIIJI IIIIIIIII ~II I IIII IIIIIIIIIIII II II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I IIIIII I 
2720 PRINT USI NG " ~" 
2730 PRINT ' t tCALIBRATION OF Pc , THE 163 CHA MBER PR ESSUR E TRANSDUCER ••" 2740 l llllllllllriiiii* IK IIIIIIIlllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~IIII IIII~IXII I I 
2750 PcOc al : \ 
2760 PRI NT "1111 ZERO PRESS UR E tilt" 
2770 PRINT "INSURE THAT NO PRESSURE IS APPLIED TO THE TRANSDUCER " 
2780 DISP "HIT CONTINUE WHEN READY' 
279 0 PA USE 
2800 REMOTE 70 9 
2810 OUTPUT 70 9; "AC23" 
2820 WAIT 2 
2830 OUTPUT 722;"T3" 
284 0 EliTER 722; 1Jpc 0 
?~5 P P8JNT 'VpcO=" ;VpcO 
47 
2\:lbU eEEP 2870 INPUT "READ ING OK1 (Y/N}" ZzS 
28 80 IF Zz$="N' THEN GOTD PcOcai 
2890 PcMa xcal: 1 
2900 PRINT USI NG "e" 2910 PRINT ' ~~~~ CAL IBRATION lilt' 
29:r> FRlNT "APPLY THE MAXIMUM PRESSURE USING DEAD-WEIGHT TESTER" 
2930 I ~)L r "ENTER THE MAXIMUM PRESSURE IN psi g" 1PcMax 
294 0 DISP "Hli cc:n NUE WHEN READY' 
25'50 PAUSE 
29&0 REMOTE 709 
2970 OUTPUT 70 9;"AC23 " 
29BD WAIT 2 
2990 OUTPUT 722·"T3' 
3000 ENTER 722;0pcMax 
301 0 PRI NT "UocMax=";VpcMax 1"PcMax=";PcMax 30 20 Kpc =Pc Max/(VP,cMax -UpcOI 
303 0 PRINT 'Kpc = '·l~ pc 
3040 ~EEP I 
3050 INPUT "READING OK7 (Y/N }' 1ZzS 
3060 IF Zz $= "N • THEN GDTO PcMa xca l 
3070 IF Ht=O. THEN GOTO Fincal 
3080 IF Cons=\ THEN GOTO Phfcal 
3090 GOTO Phf 
3100 Phfcal:l 3\ \0 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I I JIIIIII I I IIIIif 
3120 PRINT USING "@" 3\30 PRINT "tiCALIBRAT ION OF Phf THE T63 AIR HEATER FUEL TRANSDUCER tl " 3\ 40 lllllllllllll lll l l l*lll*llll,llll llllllllllllllllll l*li iiiiii iiiii iXIIf l i l 
3150 Ph fOc al: I 
3160 PRINT ' l lltZERO PRESSURE••••" 31 70 PRINT "INSURE THAT NO PRESS LJR E IS APPLIED TO THE TRA NSDUCE R" 
31 80 DI SP "HIT CONTINUE WHEN REA DY" 
3190 PAUSE 
32 00 REMOTE 709 
32 10 OUTPUT 709· ' AC22" 
3220 WAIT 2 I 
3230 OUTPUT 722 i "T3 " 
3240 ENTE~ 722;Uphf9 
3250 PRINT "VpnfC=";VphfO 
326~ BE EP 
3270 INPUT "READI NG OKJ <Y!Nl' 1Zzi 
3280 IF Zz$= 'N' THEN GOTO Ph fOcal 
329 0 Phf"axcal: I 
33 00 PRINT USING · ~" 3310 PR INT "lltiCALIBRATIONtlll " 3320 DISP "APPLY THE MAXIMUM PRESSURE USING DEAD- WEIGHT TE STER " 
3330 INPUT "ENTER THE MAXIMUM PRESSURE IN psig" 1Ph fMax 
3340 DI SP "HIT CONTlllUE WHEN READY' 
3350 PAUSE 
3360 REMOTE 709 
3370 OUT PUT 799;"AC22" 
3380 WAIT 2 
3399 OUTPUT 722·"T3" 
340 0 ENTER 722 ;0phfMaX 3410 PRI NT 'VphfMax="·Vph fMax "PhfMax=";PhfMaX 
342 0 K ph f=Ph fMa xI ( UphfMa x-~1 p h t 0) 
3430 PRI NT 'Kphf= ";Kphf 
34 40 BEEP 
3450 INPUT 'READING OK? (Y/Nl")ZzS 
3460 IF ZzS="N ' TH EN GDTO PhfMaxcal 
3470 IF Co ns=\ THEN GOTO Phocal 
3480 GOTO Pho 
3490 Phocal: ! 3500 lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll lllllllllllllll*llllllflllllllllll ll l 




354 0 Pho Oca l : I 
3550 PRINT •••••ZERO CALIBRATIONiilt " 
3560 PR INT "INSUR E TH AT NO PRE SSURE IS APPLIED TO THE TRANSDUCER ' 
3570 DISP "HIT CONTINUE WHEN READY' 
358 0 FAU SE 
359 0 REMOT E 7 09 
3600 OUTPUT 709; 'AC21" 
3610 OUTPUT 722· "T3' 
3620 ENTER 722;~pho0 
3630 PRINT 'VDho O=' ;VphoO 
364[; IN PUT "REf',DJ NG O)(i (Y /N) '' ,Zz $ 
3650 IF Zzt='N' THEN GOTO Ph oOc al 
36t.O Ph0Maxcal: I 
3670 PRINT USING ·~ · 
3680 PRINT "ltr ~CAL IBR ATION I II t " 
3690 PRINT 'APPLY THE MAXIMUM PRESSURE US ING DEAD-WEIGHT TESTER" 
3700 INPUT "ENTER THE MAXIMUM PRESSURE IN psig' 1 Phonax 371 0 DISP 'HIT CONTINUE WHEN READY" 
3720 PAUSE 
3730 REM OTE 709 
3740 OUiPU f 709· •AC21" 
3750 OUTP UT 722! "T3 ' 
3760 ENTER 722 ;0ph oMa x 
3770 PRINT 'Vphonax= ";Vphonax 1 'Ph onax=";Phonax 3780 Kpho=Ph onax /(V8honn - Vpho0) 
379 0 PR INT ' Kph o=";npho 
3800 PE EP 
38 10 IN PUT 'R EA DING OK? (Y/N)" ,ZzS 
3820 IF ZzS="N ' THEN GDTO PhoM ax cal 
3830 IF Auq=1 THEN GOTO Au gcal 
384 0 En dc al: I 
3850 Fin cal: 1 
3860 PRINT USINC " I?' 
3870 PRINT 'THIS ENDS 1HE CALIBRAT IONS " 
388 0 I IIIIIIIIIIIIIXIIIIIIIIII*IIIIII* EIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllll»ll~llll l 
3890 1(31 PRE-RU N INPUTS FLOW RATE CHECKS AND NOZZLE CALCULATIONS 3900 1tlll!l4111111»1111,§11111111111111111fllflll*lll lllfllllllllllll111 XI 
3910 iii JI IIII I II IIIl i JIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I I IIIIIIIIIIIII I IXIIX IJ 
3920 ' A. FLOW RA TE SET-UPS AND CH ECKS 393 0 l lll f ll l llll ll~llllllllll l lllllllllfl llll l lllllllllllll llllll lllll~f iii X I i 
:.940 PRINT USWG II~" 
3950 INPU T "DO YOU WANT TO PRESET THE AI R FLOW RATE7(Y /N) "1 ZzS 3960 IF ZzS='N " THEN GOTO Paskip 
3970 PRI NT "SET THE DESIRED VALUE OF Pa lps ig) USING THE HAND LOADER /PRESSURE G AGE • 
3980 PRINT US I ~G "3/" 
3990 PRI ~T 'THE HAND LOADER SHOULD BE 20 PSIG MORE THAN DESIRED PRESSUR E" 
400 0 Pase t: I 
4010 PRINT USI~G "3 / " 
4020 PRI ~T 'MANUALLY INI TIATE AIR FLOW BY TU RNING ' MAIN AIR' JN CONT ROL PANEL" 4030 PRINT USING "2/ " 
4G40 DISP 'HIT CONTINUE WHEN READY" 
4050 PA USE 
4060 WAIT 3 
4070 OUTPUT 70 9; 'AC24 " 
4080 OUTPUT 722 ;"T3 " 
4090 ENTER 722·Vn a 
4100 OUTPUT 70~;tAC6 0" 
411 0 OUTPUT 722. '13 II 
412 0 EN fER 722·Jta 
4130 OUTPUT 709. ''AC6 1 II 
4140 OUTP UT 722{"T3 " 
4150 ENT ER 722;V ti 
4160 BEEP 
4170 PRINT USlliG '(?" 
4180 PRINT "TURN OFF 'HAIN AIR' ' 
4190 DISP ' HIT CO NT INUE TO PROCEE D" 
42 00 PAUSE 
4210 Pa=(Vpa-Vpa 011Kpa+Pb ar 
422 0 Volts=Vta 
.t?\0 rnc11tJ 1"' 1-
4 9 
\JV VV1.' I L D J.L 
4240 Ta=T 
425 :) Volts=V ti 
4260 GOSUB Teale 
4270 Tein=T 
4280 Mair=KMairiCdairiPat ,7854t(Dairehoke'2)/(Ta',5) 
4290 Bpair=KM a iriCda iriPa;.:, 7854*( Dbpch o ke'2) I (T a' , 5 l 
4300 PRINT USING "@" 
4310 PRINT USI NG "SA 2X DDD.DDDD'·"Mair='·Mair 
4320 PRINT USI NG '14~,DbD.DDD";"H~ir DESIAED=";Maird 
4330 Ratio=Mair/Mai rd 
4340 PRINT USI~G "20A,D.DDD,2X,3A,1X,DDDD.D,IA,3X,3A ";"Mair/DESIRED Ma i r=";Rat 
ic "Ta="·Ta "R" 43~0 PdiNt USING "6A, 2X,DDD.DDDD';'BPair=";Bpair 
4361 Po=Pa-Pbar 
4370 P~INT USING "4A,DDDD .D,6A "·"P a =";Pq ;" ?sig " 
4380 PRINT USING "4A,DDDD.D 3A"~"Ta ="·T a·' R" 
4390 INPUT "IS AIR FLOW RAT~ AC~UR ATE ~NOJGH? (YIN>",XxS 
4400 IF XxS= "Y" THEN GOTO Prerun 
4410 Panew=(PaiMaird/Mairl-Pbar 
4420 PRINT "RESET Pa TO"· Pan ew·"Psio" 
4430 DISP 'HIT CONTINUE ~FTER ~ESET .OF Pa" 
4440 PAU SE 
4450 GOTO Paset 
L460 Prer un : I 
44 70 INPUT "DO YOU WANT PRINTOUT OF PRE-RUN ~ATA 1 CY/N l" ,X xS 
4480 IF Xxl="Y' THEN GOTO Preprint 
4490 GOTO Skip pr in1 
4500 Preprint: I 
4510 PRINTER IS 701 
4520 PRINT " 1111 PRE-RUN DATA, USI NG AIR ONLY 111 x " 
4"30 PRI NT"" 4S40 PRHH "DATE: "·Date$ 
4550 PRINT USHlG "3A,DDDD.D 6A"·"Pa=" ·Pa," Psi a" 
4560 'PRINT USING "3A,DDD.D 3A"· '1Tein =·1,T cin 1 '' R" 4570 PRINT USING ''5A ,D.DDDb,Jth";"Mair="·Malr 1 ' (LbM/sec) " 4580 PRINT USING ' 5A,D.DDDD,tiA';"BPalr=J;Bpalr," llbM/sec) " 
4590 PRINTER IS I 
4600 Skipprin1: I 
461 0 DI SP 'HIT CON TI NUE TO ?ROCEED TO NEXT FLOW RATE SET UP' 
4620 PA USE 
4630 Pas kip: ! 
4640 IF Ht= O THEN GOTO Phoskip 
4650 PRINT USING "@" 
4660 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO PRESET THE HEATER FUEL FLOW RATE? <Y IN>",ZzS 
4670 IF ZzS= "N' THEN GOTO Phfskip 4680 1111, 111111111111111111111111111111*111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
4690 PRIIH "SET THE DESIRED VALUE OF Ph f USING THE HAND LOADERiPRESSUR E GAGE" 4700 !1111111111111111111111111111111111*1111111111111111111111111111111111*1111 
4710 DISP "HIT CONTINUE WHEN READY" 
4720 PA USE 
4730 Phfset : I 
4740 PRINT USING · ~ · 
4750 PRINT '' MA UUAL LY TUR H ON AIR 'HEATER FUEL ' SWITCH " 
4760 DISP " HIT CONTINUE TO PROCEED" 
4770 PAUSE 
4780 OUTPUT 709 · "AC22" 
4790 OU TPUT 722! "T3 " 
48 00 ENTER 722·6ohf 
4810 OUTPUT 704 ;'AC65" 
4820 OUTPUT 722 · 'T3" 
4830 ENTER 722 ;0thf 
4840 I CLEAR 709 
4850 PRINT "MANUALLY TURN OFF AIR ' HE AT ER FUEL ' SWITCH" 
4860 BEEP 
4870 DISP "HIT CO NTINUE TO PROCEED' 
4880 PA USE 
4890 Ph f=(Vphf -Vp hf0)1Kphf+Pbar 
4900 Volts=Vthf 
4910 GOSUB Teale 
4920 Thf=T 
49 ~n Mhf=Knhf*Cdhf tPhf1,78541(Dhfch ok e'2) /(Th f'.5) 
50 
.. 
4940 PRINT USI NG ·~ · 4950 PRINT USING "4A DD.DDDDD'· "Mhf=" ·Mhf 
4960 PRINT USING "t2h,DD.DDDDDL~·Mh f bES IRED=';Khfd 
4970 Ratio=Hhf /Mhfd 4980 PRINT USING " 18A,D .DDD ,2X,4A,DDDD.DD, lA'~ "Mhf/ Mhf DESIRED= " ~ R a tio , "Thf= " 
· Thf 'R ., 
4990 1 Pg=Phf-Pbar 5000 PRINT USING " 5A ,DDDD.DDD, 4A,3X,4 A ,DDDD.DD , 1A,4A 1 DDDD . DD , lA " ~ " Phf= ";Pg;"P 
si o" "Thf =' ·Thf ·"R" 5010 1 INPUf "1~ HEATER FUEL FL OW ~ATE ACCURATE ENOUG H? <Y INI ",Xxt 
5020 IF XxS="Y ' THEN GOTD Phffin 
5030 Phfne~=(PhftMhfd / Mhfl-Pbar 5040 FRINl USING "13A DDDD.DD 4A" · "RESET Fhf TO";Phfn ew; "Psig' 
5050 DISP 'HIT CDNTINdE AF lER 1 R ES~T OF Ph f ' 
5060 PAUSE 
5070 GOTO Phfset 
5080 Phffin :l 5090 DI SP "HIT CONTINUE TO PROCEED TO NEXT FLOW RAT E SET UP' 
~lC D PAUSE J110 Phfskio: 1 
5120 PR I liT USING "I!'' 5130 IN PUT "DO YOU WANT TO PRESET THE HEATER OXYGEN FLOW RATE? (Y/N)" ,ZzS 
5140 IF ZzS="N" THEN GOTO Fhoskip 5150 !1111111111111111111111111111111111*1111111111111111111111111111111!1111 
5160 PRINT "SET THE DESIRED VALUE OF Pho USING THE HA ND LO ADER/PRESSURE GAGE" 
517 0 liii iiii~ I IIIIIIIIIII I IIII I IIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I IIIIII IIII I III K I ~ 
518 0 Pho set: I 51 90 PRINT "MANU ALLY TURN ON AIR ' HEATER OXY GEN' SWIT CH' 
5200 DISP "HIT CONT IN UE TO PROCEED' 
5210 PAUSE 
5220 OUTPUT 709;' AC21" 
5230 OUTPUT 722· "T3 " 
5240 ENTER 722 ·V ~h o 5250 OUTPUT 701 · ·AC64' 
52b0 OUTPUT 722 ~ 'T3 " 
5270 ENTER 722 ·Utho 5280 PRI NT " MA~UALLY TURN OFF AIR ' HEATER OXYGEN ' SWITCH' 
5290 BEEP 530 0 DISP ' HIT CONTI NUE TO PROCEED" 
531 0 PAUSE 5320 Ph o=(Vpho-Vpho0)1Kpho+Pbar 
5330 Volts=Vtho 
5340 GOSUB Tea le 
535& lh o:= l 5360 Mho=KMho1CdhotPho t,7854t (Dh oeh oke'2l/ (Tho'. 5) 
5370 PRINT US ING ·~ · 5380 PRINT USING "4A DD .DDDDD "·"Mho="· Mho 
5390 PRitiT US ING '18~ 1 DD.DDDDD~; " Mho DESIRED=';Mhod 540 0 Rat io=Mho/Mhod 
- -
51 
~410 Pg =Pho-Pbar 
5420 PRINT USING "5A 1 DD DD.DD1 1X 1 5A 15X1 4A 1 DDDD .DD1 1X 1 2A";" Ph o=';Pg; ' Psig "; 
"Tho=" ;Tho ; "R' 
5430 INPUT "IS THE HEATER OXYGEN FL OW RATE ENOUGH? (Y/N17" 1Xx$ 5440 IF Xx$=" Y' THEN GOTO Phoskip 
5 ~50 Ph onew= (PhoiHh od/Mho i-Pbar 
g:~~ bN~n .~rfN~0;;H~u~D~ft~~ ~ ~es~f'd?~~~! Ph o To "; Phon ew; "Psi q" 
5480 PAUSE 
5490 GOTO Pho se t 
55 00 Phoskip: I 
5510 PRINT "THIS COMPLETES PRE-RUN 3ET-UP" 5520 lt ii iiii i iiiiii~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIII*IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I* I I IIIX 
5530 I (4 ) THIS PORTION OF THE PROGRAM RUNS THE TEST AND COLLECTS THE DAiA 5540 ltll ll lllllltiiiiiiiiiiii~IIII I II I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIII~IIII I 
5550 I PRINT USING "@" 
5560 DISP ' SET TIM EDATE BY PRESSING K19 AND UPD 1~TE 1 THEN EXECUTE 1 THEN HIT COtl TINLIE" 
557 0 BEEP 
5580 PAUSE 
5590 PRI Nl USING "~' 
56 0 0 Rp t : I 
5610 PRINTER IS 1 
5620 I THE FOLLOIWlG PR OGRAMS THE 34:i6 DVM 
5630 ASS IGN @Scan nEr TO 709 
5640 ASSIGN @S vM TO 722 
5650 CLEAR @Sv n 
5660 OPTION BASE 1 567 0 DI M Press(10151 568 0 DIM TeMp(lO b ) 
5690 DIM Au gt eMp/10 131 5700 CLEAR ~SvM 
5710 OUTPUT 2S un i'L 1Z1DOSOFIR3 DSTDISTNP OFL0 1STIS01T40 1QXI " 
5720 DISP "H IT CuNTINUE FOR HUT RUN DATA ' 
5730 BEEP 
5740 PAUSE 
5750 DI SP '"' 
5760 GUSUB Press 
5770 GOSU B TeM 
5780 IF Aug=l THEN GOSUB Au q 
5790 GO TO Sh utd own . 
5800 lffttttttttti i ttti ttttttittttttttftttttitttttttltttttttttttttt ttttttttitt 
5810 Press: I 
5820 PRI NT USING "@' 
5830 PRINT USING "10/" 5840 PRINT ' ******lllltl COLLECTING PRESSURE lll t lllltltl' 
5850 PR IN1 ",. 
5860 PRINT II ~1 11111111*1 COLLECTING PRESSURE 111111111111' 
587 0 OU TPUT ~Sca nn er;'AC21AF21AL25AE2 " 
5880 WAIT . 2 
5890 OUT PUT @SvM' "50STHT3" 
5900 ENTER @SvM dSING "t 1K' ;Press( tl 5910 I SUBROUTINE Press 
5920 OUTPUT ~SvM ;" 1 STNT4 " 
5930 RETUR ll 
I:" O .~ n • .a ..... •.' • •. • • • ••• ~ .. .. ... - •• - - - . - . 
52 
.. 
Jl~U !ttfl f flff lllfff f ffff ff fttffffftf tftftfftf f ffff ffft fft f tftfffffftfftttff 
5950 Auq: I TEMPERATURE COLLECTING ROUTINE FOR AUGMENTOR 1UP.E 
5960 "PRINT "t it COLLECTING AUGMENTOR TEMPERATURES lilt" 
5990 OUTPUT ~Sc a n ne r ;"AC66AF66AL6BAE2' 
5991 OU TPUT @ Svn;"30~TNR2T 3" 
5992 WAIT .2 6000 ENTER ~SvM USIHG ' t ~K " ; AugteMp(~) 
6010 OUTPUT ~S vM · 'R31STN 14" 
6020 RETURN I 6030 lf tt tit tt ttttttttttttttttttttt l tt tttttttt tttt tttt tt tttt ttt tttttlttitt tt 
6040 Ter.: I 6050 PRINT ' tlltiCOLLECTING TEMPERATURES 111111' 
60 60 OUTPUT ~Svn;"60STNR2" 
b070 OUTPUT @Sc anner;"AC60AF60AL65AE2" 
60 80 WAIT .2 
6090 OUT PUT 2SuM·"60STNR2T3' 
61 00 ENT ER ~S v M liSING "i ,K" ;TeMp( )') 
611 0 OUTP UT ~SvM;"1STNR3T4" 
6120 RElUP.N 6130 i f tt t t ttl ttt t t tt t ttttttt t t l tttt t ttt t tttttt t t lfttt~ittt t tt t t tt ttttttttltt 
6140 Shutdown: I 
6150 PRINT USI NG •e• 6160 PRINT " TEST COMP LETE: TURN OFF HAIN-AIR, HEATER GASES " 61 70 111 111§11111111111111~1111*111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 111111 *~ 
6180 I I (5) POST-RUN OPERATION, DATA REDUCT ION AND SHUTDO WN 
6190 l llllllllll l lllllllll l lll~lllllllllllllllllllllllllilllii iX*IIIIIIII I II l lll 
62GO DI SP 'H IT CONT INUE TO PROCEED TO DATA REDU CT ION ' 
621 0 BEEP 
11?/il P6 1t~!=" 
.. 
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6230 PRINTER IS 701 
624 0 PRINT USING "3/" 
6250 PRINT " ~··· PRE-RUN INPUT ***' I 
6260 PRINT USING "2/' 6270 PRINT USING "14A,9A,5X,14A,9A ,5X, I4 A,9A";"T est no ="; TestnoS, "Date= ";Da te1, ' 
Fue lid=" !Fuelid$ 6280 PR!NT USING '14A,9A"·"Heaterfuel="·Heaterfueli 6290 PRI IH USING "14A,DDDD .DDD,6X, 14A, DDDD. DDD" ; "Dairchoke=" ;Daircho ke, 'Dhtfu ch 
oke= " ;Dhfchoke 
6300 PRINT USING "14A DDDD.DDDD "·"Dht oxcho ke= "·Dhoch oke 631 0 PR illT USING "14A 1,DDDD.DDD ,6X,14A,DDDD.DDD;7X, 14A,DDD D.DDD ' ; "Cdair=";Cdair 1 
"Cdh="·Cdhf "Cdho="·Cdho 6320 ~R INT 1 USING •f4A,DDDD.DDD,5X 1 14A,DDDD.DDD,5X,t4A,DDDD.DDD ";"Gannahf=";Gann 
ahf 6330 PRINT USING "14A,DDDD.DD 5X 14A,DDDD.DD 5X i4A,DDDD.DD";"Rhf="·Rhf 
6340 PRINT USING "14A , DDDD . DDDD 1 ~X , 14 A 1 DDDD.DDDD 1 5X 1 14 A ,DDDD.DDDD";~knhf=";Knh f 635 0 PRINT USING "14A, DDDD.DDDD!5X 1 14AbDDDD.DDDD ' i ''Knh o=" iKnho ~ ' KtBir=";Knair 6360 PR INT USHlG "14A, DDDD.DDD bX 1 14A DDD.D"·' Malrd ="·Halrd,"lcind=";Tcind 6370 PRINT USING "14A 1 DDDD.DDDD 1,5X , 14A,DDDD.DDDD,5X,14A,DDDD.DDDD,4X,14A 1DDDD. D DDD"· "Mhfd ="·Hh fd "Mhod ="·Hhrd "nfu eld='·Mf ueld 
6380 ' PRINT dSING 1 " 14A, D D6DD.D6DDl5X 1 1 4A:DDDDD . DDDD~5XLI4AIDDDDD.DDDD,5X,14A,DDD D, DDDD" · "Kp.;=" · Kpa · "Voa 0='; Vp a 0; "Kpc="; Kpc; "Vpc 0="; Vpc u 
6390 P ~ I NT USiNG J3;i 
6400 PRINT II" 6410 PRINT USING "35X 1 2B A"; ' *III DATA EXTRACTED ****" 
6420 PRI NT "' &430 PRINT USING "120A" ["FUEL FLOW RATE IN Gal/nin, GAS FLOW RATES IN Lbn/sec, 
PRESSURE IN Psia TEMPER AT URES IN R" 6440 PRINT 1USING "5A 16X,6A ,SX 1 6A 17X 1 6A 1 9X,617A 15Xl";"Count", "Mair" , "Mbpair 




1 uol v - J IV 1 \J 
6460 Vpa=Pr~ss(J 41 
6470 Pa=(Vpa-Vpa~ltKpa+Pbar 
6480 Vpc=Pr~ss(J 31 
6490 Pc=CVpc-Upc~ltKpc+Pbar 
6500 VMfue1=Press(J 15l 6510 Mfu~l =Vnfu~liKMfuel 
6520 IF Ht =l THEN 
653 0 Vphf=Pr~ss(J 21 
6540 Phf=IVphf-Vptlf Ol*Kphf+Pba r 
6550 Vpho=Press(J 1 il 6560 Pho=IVpho-VphoGltKpho+Pbar 
6570 END IF 
6580 Volts=TeMf iJ 1 1 l 6590 GQSUB Tea c 
6600 Ta=T 
6610 IF Ht=1 THEN 
6620 uoits=TeMf<J IS l 
663 0 GO SUB Tea c 
664 0 Th o=T 
6650 Vo l ts=Tenp(J 16l 
6660 GDSUB Teale 
6670 Thf=T 
6680 EfiD IF 
669~ I 
6700 Hair=KMair iCdairiP at .7854tiDairchoke'2l /I Ta" .Sl 
6710 Bpair =KnairXCda irtPat. 7854• 1Dbpch oke'2)/lla• .5 ) 
6720 F=.1081Mfuel/Mair 
6730 IF Ht=O. THEN GOTO JuMp 
6740 IF Phf (=1Pct2l THEN Mhf=O. 
6750 IF Pho (=(Pct2) THEN Mho=O . 
6760 Mhf= Knh ftCd hf1Phft. 7854t1Dhfchoke "2l / IThf".5 l 
6770 Mho=KnhotCdho•P hot .7854 t(Dhochcke"21 / ITho" .5 l 
6780 Junp: I 
6790 IF Ht=O. THEN 
6800 Ph f=O 
6810 Pho= O 
6820 Mhf=O 
6830 Mho=O 
68 40 END IF 
6850 I THE VALUES BELOW AR E DEFA ULT VALUES TO PREVENT PRINTER ER RORS 
6860 IF Nair(. 0001 THEN Mair-=. OO Oi 
6870 IF Bpair\.0001 THEN Bpair=.0001 
6880 IF MfuelC. 0001 THEN Mfuel=. 000 l 
6890 IF F<. 0001 THEN F=. 00 01 
6900 IF Mhf(. COOl lHEN Mhf=. 0001 
6910 IF Mhoi.0091 THEN Mho=.0001 
6920 IF Phf( .00 01 THEN Phf=. 0001 
6930 IF Pho(. 000 1 THEN Pho=. 0001 
6940 IF Pc<.00 01 THEN Pc= .0001 
6950 IF Hairl2000. THEN Ma i r=ZOOO. 
69b0 IF Bp cl ir>2000 . THEN Bgair=2000. 
6970 IF Mfue l >2000. THEN Mfu el=2000. 
6980 IF Fl20 00 . THEN F=2 000. 
6990 IF Hhf>2000. THEN Mhf=2000. 
7000 IF Mho )2000. THEN Mhf=2000. 
7010 IF Phf>2000. THEN Phf=2000 . 
7020 IF Phol2000. THEN Pho=2 000 . 
7030 IF Pcl2000. THEN Pc=2000. 
7040 /RINT USING ''.~DD 1 3X 1 HD.DDDE ~3XiMD.DDDE ) X1MD .DDDE 1 3X 131MD.DDDE 1 3X )d~IMDu.,DDf 1 3Xl 1 1X ;J 1Milr 1Bpan 1Htue 1 F 1Mhf 1Mho 1 Pnf 1 Pho 1 Pc 7 JO f1EX J 
- - -· -- .. -
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UbU Pl<HII " " 
070 PRINT USING "5A 15X,9(7A 1 7Xl ";"Co un t" 1 "Ta" 1 "Tcin" 1 "Tex1 '' 1 "TEx2 "1 "Ta ugu p 
"Taugdl " "T augd2' 7~8 0 FO~ J=l TO 10 
70 90 Vol ts =1eM p(J ,1 ) 
710 0 GOS UB Tc2lc 
7110 Ta=T 
71 20 Volts=TeMp(J 121 7130 GOSUB Teale 
7140 Tci n=T 
715 0 Volts=TeMp(J 1 3) 7160 GOSUB lcalc 
7170 Texl=T 
7180 Volts=TeKpiJ ,4 1 
7190 GOS UB lc alc 
720 0 Tex2=T 
7210 Volts=Augtenp iJ, l l 
7220 GOSUB Teale 
7230 Taugup=T 
7240 Volts=AugteMp( J1 21 7250 GOSUB lcrllc 
726 0 Taugdl=T 
7270 Volts=AugteMp( J1 31 7280 GOSUB :calc 
7290 Taugd2 =T 
7300 IF TaC !OO , THEN Ta=l OO. 
731 0 IF TcinC 100. THEN Tc in=10 0. 
7320 IF Tex1C 100 . THEN Tex1 =100. 
7330 IF Tex 2\ HO . THEN Tex2=1CO, 
7340 IF TaugupC10 0. THEN TauQup=100. 
7350 IF Taugd1Cl00. THE N T a u~dl=16 0, 
7360 IF Tallgd 2C100. THEN Taugd2=100. 
7370 IF Tal4000 , THEN Ta=4 000, 
7380 IF Tcin140 00 , THEN Tcin=400 0. 
7390 IF Te xl 14000. TH EN Tex l=400U, 
7400 IF Tex214000 . THEN Tex2=4 00 0. 
7410 IF Taugup)4000, TH EN Tauguf =4 000 . 
7420 IF Taug d1 )4000 . THEN Taugd =4000. 
7430 IF Tau gd2)4000 . THEN Taug d2=4000, 
7440 PRINT USING "DDD, 3X,71 MDD .DDE ,4Xl" ;J, Ta 1 Tcin1 Tex1 1 Tex2 1 Taugup 1 Tauqd1 1T 
au od2 
745G NEXT J 
7460 GOTO Finish 
7470 Finish: 1 
7480 PRJNTER JS 1 
7490 PR INT USING "@' 
7500 PRINT "DATA OUTPUT IS COMPLETE" 






TEST CELL # 1 
APPENDIX B 
Run Checklist 
1. Ensure yellow and top blue air valves in the solid fuel 
ramjet cell are closed. 
2. Open lower blue valve (opens air line to Test Cell #2 or 
T-63) . 
** Note ** At least one valve should be open at all times 
from the main air line to ensure an air vent in the event of 
component failure. 
NITROGEN BOTTLE ROOM 
1. Fully open the control room nitrogen bottle . En sure t hat 
there is at least 1000 psi. 
2. Fully open actuator nitrogen bottle. Ensure that there is 
at least 500 psi available. 
CONTROL RO OM 
1 . Ensure AC master switch is on and the red covered main air 
switch is closed on the solid fuel ramjet control panel. 
2. Ensure the air flow set pressure is zero. 
3. Ensure the T-63 combustion chamber safety thermocouple is 
installed and operating. 
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4. Ensure the fue l tank set pressure (gauge on panel) is less 
than 500 psi. 
FUEL STORAGE ROOM 
1. Open nitrogen bottle valve (need at least 4 0 0 psi more 
pressure availabl e in t he bottle tha n the desired fuel 
line/tank pressure, or 900 psi minimum) . 
2. Adjust hand loader to read 700 psi. 
3 . Slowly open the nitrogen gas supp ly valve located behind 
the fuel tank near the wall. 
4 . Slowly open the fu e l line valve fr om the bottom of the 
tank . 
OUTSIDE/CONTROL ROOM 
1. Open main air plug valve to full open (minimum of 250 0 psi 
required for a run) . 
2. Ensure all thermocouple s are turned on (i f required ) and 
pressure transducers and tubing are secure at the test stand. 
3. The heated sampl e line temperature cont rol box should b e 
set to 275 deg.F and the gas analyzers in the control room 
should be up a nd operating. The three main power switches for 
the electronic equipment racks should be ON. 
4. Load and run the "T63NOX" computer program on t he HP 
microcomputer. The pressure transducers should now be 
calibrated if not already done. Enter the appropriate zeros 
and constants in the program. 
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5. Set the main air pressure to 600 psi using the hand 
loader. 
6. Set the fuel pressure to 50 0 psi using the hand loader. 
7. Go though the flow rate set procedures in accordance with 
the computer program. 
8. Ensure the pr i nter is "on-line". 
9. Check for personnel near the cell and for golfers. 
Activate the exterior warning horn an check main air flow rate 
when cued by the comp ute r . 
10. Check that safety key No. 3 is inserted and enabled. 
11. Turn on the siren. 
12. Start strip chart recorder and mark zero/ambi e nt 
conditions. 
13. Sign al for s t art of purge n itrogen. 
14. Activate main air ON. 
15. Simultaneously, activate the toggled engine ignitor a n d 
fuel switch. Check desired fuel flow rate (0.33 GPM). Watch 
for hot or wet start b y visual l y observing exhaust smoke at 
rig and monitor the digital combustion chamber safety 
temperature readout (commence s hutdown if temperature reaches 
1380 deg. F). 
16. When steady-state operation is reached, begin traversing 
the Kiel probe in the augmentor tube and obtain analyzer 
measurements. 
17. While at steady operation collect data with the HP 
microcomputer and from the gas analysis equipment. 
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18. After data is gathered, switch fuel OFF. Leave main air 
on until engine and augmentor tube are cool. 
19 . Turn main air OFF, r ecord run t ime, and calculate fuel 
used during run. Update fuel board in fuel storage room. 
20 . Isolate fuel tank with valves a nd bleed excess fuel in 
lines with fuel switch activation. 
21 . Close main air valve out s ide. 
22 . Vent fuel tank from control panel if desired and close 
fuel tank nitrogen bottle. 
23. Bleed remaining air heater and torch gases from lines and 
vent with remain i ng main air in lines. Back off pressure 
loaders to zero i n the control room . 





Gas Analyzer Checklist 
Two Hours Prior 
1. Turn on the Power to Model 900. It is not necessary to 
run any pumps at this t ime . When the heater has brought the 
unit up to temperature the temp cycle light will extinguish . 
One Hour Prior 
1 . Turn on the Model 10AR power and ozone switch. 
2 . Turn on the Model 900 pump switch . 
3. Plug in the vacuum pumps for the Model 10 and Model 900 
(behind the cabinet on the floor) 
4 . Plug in the vacuum pump for the Model 900 mounted to the 
back of the unit. 
5 . Turn on the dilution gas to approximate one psi. This gas 
can be compressed ambient air . 
6 . Turn on 0 2 for Model 10AR to 10 psi. 
7 . Expected readings on Model 900: 
Chamber vacuum 
Sample vacuum 






10 " Hg 
1.8 
175 deg F 
on Model 10: 





0 2 press inside 
30 Minutes Prior 




2. Turn on NOx s pan gas to 3 psi an 0.8 SCFH and connect to 
span port of Model 900. Switch Model 900 to span. Note 
reading and adjust calibration to obtain e xact concentration 
of span gas divided by 20 . 
3. Secure span gas and switch Model 900 back to sample and 
note Model 10 returns to zero. 
4. Verify gas sample switch in test cell with air pressure . 
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APPEND I X D 
Transmittan ce Data 
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TIMELINE FOR T- 63 ADDITIVE TESTING 
Event 
Purge air ON 
Strip chart ON 
Main air ON 
Fuel ON 
Ignitor ON 
Engine light off (approx. 1200 F 0.33 GPM) 
Check laser GO/NOGO Mark strip chart 
Adjust view from IR camera if necessary 
Operate at steady state no additive 
Take hot run data HP and IR 
Turn additive pumps ON 
Ma rk strip chart 
Take hot run data HP and IR 
Turn additive pumps OFF 
Ma rk strip chart 
Take hot run data HP and IR 
Secure fuel 
Mark strip chart air only 
Secure air 
Secure purge/strip chart 
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